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This is the latest in the long-running and gener-
ally excellent series of Poyser monographs, dealing
with a species that has become a charismatic
member of our breeding bird community. It is
written by two Cambridgeshire residents who
have spent many years studying the tiny and inse-
cure fenland population. The format is pretty
standard Poyser fare: descriptions of this and
other orioles around the world, sections on
breeding behaviour, food, vocalisations, migra-
tion, and is illustrated by some stunning close-up
photographs. The authors have obviously corres -
ponded with legions of oriole buffs across the
globe, for the text is littered with snippets of ‘pers.
comms.’ from just about everywhere that Golden
Orioles Oriolus oriolus occur. These add inter-
esting background to the main thrust of the book,
which is, inevitably and pleasingly, directed
towards the bird’s status in Britain. This is based
upon 20 years of observations by the ‘Golden
Oriole Group’ – a small and strongly motivated
team of enthusiasts who have spent hundreds of
hours watching and recording orioles on their
British breeding grounds.

The heartland of the British population is an
area of scattered woodland in the fens roughly
between Huntingdon and The Wash. Here, trees
have been planted for timber and also as shelter-
belts to protect crops from the effects of winds that
blow otherwise unhindered through this exposed
landscape. Many of these plantings are of poplars
Populus (initially for the match industry), which
soon proved attractive to the orioles, with the first
confirmed nesting in the 1960s. The merits of the
various cultivars are discussed: some have leaves
that are too small to provide protective cover for

the nests; others set their leaves too late in the
season; yet others grow too slowly. Working with
the RSPB, the ‘best’ varieties have been identified
and, now that match production has fallen away,
conservationists are replanting areas with these
trees to provide new or replacement habitat.

Adult orioles are hard to catch and it is difficult
to read colour rings on a canopy-loving bird, so
much of the observational data about individuals
is circumstantial. Nevertheless, the Golden Oriole
Group has been able to show that British orioles
have a fairly strong fidelity to particular wood-
lands, usually moving only if the trees have been
felled or one of the partners has failed to return.
Furthermore, the birds seem to prefer woodland
edges, even nesting within narrow shelter-belts if
the foliage is sufficiently dense.

There are a few niggles. Quite a few references
are missing from the citation list. While I appre-
ciate the need for confidentiality about some sites,
a map showing the distribution of the fenland
woods and shelter-belts (especially those named in
the text) would have made it much easier to
understand the patterns of distribution in their
population. Some of the tables are a little hard to
understand: a more sympathetic approach to the
legends would have helped this reader at least. But
these are irritants rather than serious weaknesses,
and the authors are to be congratulated on a
valiant effort to draw together a wide range of
information to make an enjoyable and fascinating
insight into the life of a bird that still makes my
pulse race, 30 years after my ‘first’ flew across a gap
in the bushes at Gibraltar Point!

David T. Parkin
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Since the publication
of  John Gooder’s
classic Where to Watch
Birds in Europe, the
evolution of the site

guide has been rapid in speed and quality, the
result often ever more detailed in scope and
restricted in geographical extent. This new guide
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Nothing, but nothing,
in birding beats the
anticipation of  an
early morning obser-

vatory trap round when the wind has been
blowing easterly all night! Be it Fair Isle, Spurn,
Dungeness or Portland, the atmosphere is electric.
Sadly, in these days of pagers, mobile phones, easy
transport and (relatively) cheap flights, the need to
actually stay at the observatory is lessened. It is all
too easy to sit at home waiting for the ‘mega alert’,
and dash off to join the scrum. Am I alone in
feeling a warm glow when I hear that the Rufous-
tailed Robin Luscinia sibilans was twitched by only
a handful of locals? And what about the Yellow-
nosed Albatross Thalassarche chlororhynchos?
Recorded at two or three different sites across
England – and not a single birder saw it! Conclu-
sive proof that (a) there is a God in heaven and (b)
he has a sense of humour!

Bird Observatories are there to be enjoyed, not
visited for a few hours in search of the latest tick.
This admirable little book is a brief snapshot of
Cape Clear Bird Observatory seen through the
eyes of two people who were partly responsible for
its very existence. In the early days of its establish-
ment, the Greens decided to leave the comfort of
1968 domesticity and spend a year in the cold and

wet environs of a cottage off the coast of southern
Ireland. And this with a first baby arriving part
way through the stay! They saw some very nice
birds, including two ‘firsts’ for Ireland, and estab-
lished a programme of surveys and monitoring
that has continued more or less unbroken to the
present day. But this book is more than a birding
anthology. It describes the highs and lows of island
life, spending as long on the people, places and
events as it does on the wildlife. Memories of
building a nappy drier from a paraffin heater and a
tea-chest, of killing a pig for its meat, and finding
bills and receipts from the 1940s in an abandoned
farm while seeking shelter from the rain. Happy
memories of births, christenings and ceilidhs;
sadder ones of last farewells to old friends in the
island’s churchyard.

Yes, this is an enjoyable read. I guess it is a book
that should have a wider audience than just those
birders who love islands and their exotic vagrants.
It gives a picture of a way of life that is rapidly dis-
appearing. Some folk wonder whether the obser-
vatories themselves will survive through the
twenty-first century. As long as there are people
around like Tom and Stephanie, I am sure that
they will.

David T. Parkin
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follows Birding on the Greek Island of Lesvos by
Richard Brooks, published ten years earlier. It
claims to ‘set new standards’ in the genre. This
bold assertion seems to be borne out by a critical
appraisal of its contents, and dictated by the
author’s evident infatuation with this biogeo-
graphically Turkish island. 

The accounts are exceptionally detailed and
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These titles are the
first  covering two
areas of France that
both have out-
standing biodiversity.
Crossbill Guides are

becoming renowned for the detail and accuracy
that they provide to both first-t ime and
returning visitors. These two guides are no
exception and maintain the high standard of
earlier volumes. Both provide extensive intro-
ductions to the regions, their wildlife habitats,

nature conservation and local culture. 
I would imagine that birders are more familiar

with the Camargue than the equally impressive
Cévennes and its adjoining Parc Naturel des
Grandes Causses. As a birdwatching region, the
Camargue needs little introduction and for British
birders it represents the closest region where one
can come face to face with species from the
Mediterranean area. Apart from the obvious
hordes of surreal Greater Flamingos Phoeni-
copterus roseus, there are more subtle species to
find. Spectacled Warblers Sylvia conspicillata,
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user-friendly, covering over 60 birding hotspots.
Dipping the ‘flagship species’, such as Krüper’s
Nuthatch Sitta krueperi or the nominate subspecies
of Cinereous Bunting Emberiza cineracea, should
henceforth be the result of bad luck, fieldcraft or
timing rather than poor ‘gen’. The maps, a key
ingredient to such guides, are uncluttered and clear,
albeit reproduced a little dark on occasion. What
separates this book from many of its peers is its
dual function as both a site guide and a standard
travel guide. There is detailed information on
where to eat and stay, as well as travel facts and a
summary of the island’s history. Perhaps the only
thing lacking for younger birders is directions to
the best nightclubs – something for the second
edition? There are certainly few real faults with the
book, aside from a few typos and potential copy-
editing mistakes; one that springs to mind lies in
the section on mammals that states that (Atlantic)
White-sided Dolphin Lagenorhynchus acutus
occurs, which seems very unlikely, while Risso’s
Dolphin Grampus griseus is not mentioned but cer-
tainly occurs in the region. Discussion of the influ-

ence of weather on bird migration would have been
most informative. Birders who are less inclined to
be spoon-fed directions will take heed of the book’s
advice on less well-watched regions and poorly
known species; who will be the first to elucidate the
status of the Lanner Falcon Falco biarmicus or
Moustached Warbler Acrocephalus melanopogon? 

The inclusion of a systematic list and records of
rejected or undocumented species is very pertinent
as the erroneous reporting of species by foreign
birders and subsequent ‘false-positive identifica-
tions’ can obfuscate the status of species and even-
tually lead to their erroneous inclusion in regional
avifaunas. An encouragement, if any was needed,
for birders to submit their records to the relevant
recording bodies. Short of  owning a future
Grecian pager or taking the author with you in
your rucksack, there seems little more that you
could possibly need to further your chances of
connecting with the target species and enjoying
migration on this island.

Alex Lees
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It is six years since the
first edition of  this
guide, which, as
widely predicted, has
become the essential

guide to identifying British moths for experts and
beginners alike. It illustrates almost all the macro
moths ever recorded in Britain in their natural
resting positions, enabling easier identification. At
first sight, this second edition looks little different
– even the cover illustrations are the same – but
inside, the illustrations are now grouped in one
section to make them easier to leaf through when
looking for an unfamiliar species. Even so, birders

may still have hoped for illustrations and text
opposite each other, as in bird field guides. The
text has been updated to reflect changes in status
that have occurred since the first edition, some of
them quite dramatic, while new species recorded
since 2002 are included and illustrated. Whether
you buy the new edition will depend on your level
of interest in moths – but if you haven’t got a copy
of this book yet, and you have even the slightest
interest in identifying moths, it is an essential 
purchase.

Mike Pennington
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Lesser Grey Shrikes Lanius minor and Calandra
Larks Melanocorypha calandra are some of the
birds that need more effort, and at the nearby La
Crau, apart from Lesser Kestrels Falco naumanni
and Little Bustards Tetrax tetrax, you should find
Pin-tailed Sandgrouse Pterocles alchata at the only
site in France where this is possible. The Camargue
has a reputation for difficult access but things have
improved recently and this guide skilfully suggests
routes that will ensure you have a chance of seeing
most of the special wildlife of the region.

From a birder’s point of view, the Cévennes can
be equally exciting. The most famous site is the
Tarn and Jonte Gorges, lying just to the east of
Millau, which has seen the successful reintroduc-
tion of both Griffon Gyps fulvus and Eurasian
Black Vultures Aegypius monachus. In addition, a
few pairs of Egyptian Vultures Neophron perc-
nopterus now occur naturally. This spectacular
region also encompasses the Causse Mejean, an
extensive region of arid, steppe-like grassland that
holds impressive populations of Stone-curlews
Burhinus oedicnemus, Rock Thrushes Monticola
saxatilis, Tawny Pipits Anthus campestris, Red-
billed Choughs Pyrrhocorax pyrrhocorax and
Ortolan Buntings Emberiza hortulana. In recent
years Tengmalm’s Owls Aegolius funereus have
been found on Mount Aigoual, suggesting that this
vast region may have more secrets to reveal. Other
southern European species encountered may

include Eurasian Scops Owl Otus scops, Alpine
Swift Apus melba, Crag Martin Ptyonoprogne
rupestris and Blue Rock Thrush M. solitarius, while
in winter there are many reliable sites for finding
the much sought-after Wallcreeper Tichodroma
muraria. Again, this guide provides a plethora of
routes to explore this superb region.

Crossbill Guides deal with the complete spec-
trum of wildlife species plus the important habi-
tats. For those enthusiastic about finding plants,
especially orchids, both regions are important with
many endemics possible. Dragonflies, butterflies
and other insects can be spectacular as can reptiles
and amphibians. The books are lavishly illustrated
and the route maps are clear. The use of symbols
helps the reader to assess what is required for a
hike and what can be seen (times and conditions
of the walks are also included). A tourist informa-
tion section includes useful tips. I can find little to
criticise in either of these titles, but some of the
bird photographs could be better given the fan-
tastic images available today (and the photo cap-
tioned Dartford Warbler Sylvia undata in the
Cévennes Guide is actually a male Subalpine 
S. cantillans).

France has an outstanding reservoir of bio -
diversity and these guides are essential aids to the
discovery of many exciting species. 

Derek Moore


